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Abstract

Recently, some large kernel convnets strike back with

appealing performance and efficiency. However, given

the square complexity of convolution, scaling up kernels

can bring about an enormous amount of parameters and

the proliferated parameters can induce severe optimization

problem. Due to these issues, current CNNs compromise

to scale up to 51 × 51 in the form of stripe convolution

(i.e., 51 × 5 + 5 × 51) and start to saturate as the ker-

nel size continues growing. In this paper, we delve into

addressing these vital issues and explore whether we can

continue scaling up kernels for more performance gains.

Inspired by human vision, we propose a human-like periph-

eral convolution that efficiently reduces over 90% parame-

ter count of dense grid convolution through parameter shar-

ing, and manage to scale up kernel size to extremely large.

Our peripheral convolution behaves highly similar to hu-

man, reducing the complexity of convolution from O(K2) to

O(logK) without backfiring performance. Built on this, we

propose Parameter-efficient Large Kernel Network (PeLK).

Our PeLK outperforms modern vision Transformers and

ConvNet architectures like Swin, ConvNeXt, RepLKNet and

SLaK on various vision tasks including ImageNet classifica-

tion, semantic segmentation on ADE20K and object detec-

tion on MS COCO. For the first time, we successfully scale

up the kernel size of CNNs to an unprecedented 101 × 101
and demonstrate consistent improvements.

1. Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have played a piv-

otal role in machine learning for decades [16, 19, 20, 35].

However, their dominance has been greatly challenged by

Vision Transformers (ViTs) [6, 12, 24, 42, 47] over re-

cent years. Some works [32, 44] attribute the powerful

performance of ViTs to their large receptive fields: Facil-
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itated by self-attention mechanism, ViTs can capture con-

text information from a large spatial scope and model long-

range dependencies. Inspired by this, recent advances in

CNNs [11, 23, 25] have revealed that when equipped with

large kernel size (e.g., 31× 31), pure CNN architecture can

perform on par with or even better than state-of-the-art ViTs

on various vision tasks.

Although large kernel convnets exhibit strong perfor-

mance and appealing efficiency, a fatal problem exists: the

square complexity O(K2) with respect to kernel size K.

Due to this problem, directly scaling up kernels will bring

about a huge amount of parameters. For instance, the pa-

rameter of a 31 × 31 kernel is more than 100× larger than

that of a typical 3× 3 counterpart in ResNet [16] and about

20× as many as that of the 7 × 7 kernel used in Con-

vNeXt [25]. The proliferated parameters subsequently in-

duce severe optimization problem, making it useless or even

harmful to directly scale up kernel size [11, 23, 25]. To

solve, RepLKNet [11] re-parameterize a 5×5 kernel par-

allel to the large one to make up the optimization issue,

SLaK [23] compromise to use stripe convolution to reduce

the complexity to linear and scales up to 51 × 51 (i.e.,

51 × 5 + 5 × 51). However, this is still a limited inter-

action range for the resolution of downstream tasks (e.g.,

2048× 512 on ADE20K) and more importantly, stripe con-

volution lacks the range perception of dense convolution,

thus we conjecture it may undermine the model’s spatial

perception capacity.

In this paper, we first conduct a comprehensive dissec-

tion of convolution forms under a unified modern frame-

work (i.e., SLaK [23]). We empirically verify our conjec-

ture that dense grid convolution outperforms stripe convo-

lution with consistent improvements across multiple kernel

sizes. This phenomenon holds not only for classification

task, but even more pronounced for downstream tasks, in-

dicating the essential advantage of dense convolution over

stripe form. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the square

complexity of large dense convolution leads to the prolif-

erated parameters, causing rapidly increasing model size,

greater optimization difficulty and thus preventing it from
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further scaling. This non-trivial problem naturally leads to

a question: Is there a way to preserve the form of dense grid

convolution while reducing the parameters required? And if

so, can we further scale up dense grid convolution for more

performance gains?

Unlike the dense computation of convolution or self-

attention, human vision possesses a more efficient vi-

sual processing mechanism termed peripheral vision [21].

Specifically, human vision partitions the entire visual field

into central region and peripheral region conditioned on the

distance to the center of the gaze, and the number of pho-

toreceptor cells (cones and rods) in the central region is

more than 100 times that in the peripheral region [36]. Such

a physiological structure gives human vision the character-

istic of blur perception: we have strong perception and see

clearly in the central region, recognizing shapes and colors;

whereas in the peripheral region, the visual field is blurred

and the resolution decreases so we can only recognize ab-

stract visual features such as motion and high-level con-

texts. This mechanism enables us to perceive important de-

tails within a small portion of the visual field (< 5%) while

minimizing unnecessary information in the remaining por-

tion (> 95%), thereby facilitating efficient visual process-

ing in the human brain [2, 9, 10, 26, 33, 34, 48, 50].

Inspired by human vision and to answer the question

above, we propose a novel peripheral convolution to reduce

the parameter complexity of convolutions from O(K2) to

O(logK) while maintaining the dense computational form.

Our peripheral convolution consists of three designs: i) Fo-

cus and blur mechanism. We keep fine-grained parame-

ters in the central region of the convolution kernel and use

wide-range parameter sharing in the peripheral regions; ii)

Exponentially-increasing sharing granularity. Our sharing

grid grows in an exponentially-increasing way, which is

more effective than fixed granularity; iii) Kernel-wise posi-

tional embedding. We introduce kernel-wise positional em-

bedding to solve the problem of detail blurring caused by

wide-range peripheral sharing in an elegant and cheap way.

Since our peripheral convolution dramatically reduces the

parameters for large kernels (over 90%), we are able to de-

sign large dense kernel convnets with strong performance.

Built upon the peripheral convolution above, we pro-

pose Parameter-efficient Large Kernel Network (PeLK), a

new pure CNN architecture with Effective Receptive Field

(ERF) growing exponentially with parameters. Facilitated

by the elaborately designed parameter sharing mechanism,

PeLK scales up kernel size at a remarkably minor pa-

rameter cost, realizing extremely large dense kernel (e.g.,

51 × 51, 101 × 101) with consistent improvements. Our

PeLK achieves state-of-the-art performance across a variety

of vision tasks, exhibiting the potential of pure CNN archi-

tecture when equipped with extremely large kernel size.

PeLK is shown to be able to cover a much larger ERF

region than prior large kernel paradigms, which we be-

lieve leads to its strong performance. More interestingly,

our analysis and ablations demonstrate that the optimal de-

sign principles of peripheral convolution share striking sim-

ilarities with human vision, suggesting that biologically in-

spired mechanisms can be promising candidates for design-

ing strong modern networks.

2. Related Work

2.1. Large Kernel Convolutional Networks

Large kernel convolutional networks can date back to a

few old fashion models from the early days of deep learn-

ing [19, 38, 39]. After VGG-Net [35], it becomes a common

practice to use a stack of small kernels (e.g., 1× 1 or 3× 3)

to obtain a large receptive field over the past decade. Global

Convolutional Network (GCNs) [30] enlarges the kernel

size to 15 by employing a combination of stripe convolu-

tions (1×M + M×1) to improve the semantic segmentation

task. However, the proposed method is reported to harm the

performance on ImageNet. Recently, large kernel convnets

strike back with appealing performance [11, 23, 25, 43].

ConvMixer [43] use 9× 9 depthwise convolution to replace

the spatial mixer of ViT [12] and MLP-Mixer [40] (i.e., self-

attention block and fully-connection block respectively).

ConvNeXt [25] aligns with Swin’s [24] design philosophy

to explore a strong modern CNN architecture equipped with

7× 7 depthwise convolution. RepLKNet [11] impressively

scales up the kernel size to 31 × 31 by re-parameterizing

a small kernel (e.g., 5 × 5) parallel to it and performs on

par with Swin Transformer [24]. Our work is also inspired

by LargeKernel3D [5], which introduces large kernel de-

sign into 3D networks and scales up to 17 × 17 × 17. In

contrast, we explore the extremety of 2D universal convolu-

tion, scaling up to a much larger 101× 101 in a human-like

pattern. SLaK [23] combines decomposed convolution with

dynamic sparsity to scale up kernels to 51×51 in the form of

stripe convolution (e.g., 51× 5 + 5× 51). However, it starts

to saturate as the kernel size continuous growing. Different

from those prior arts, we investigate which kind of convo-

lution form is more effective in large kernel designs. More

importantly, we explore the design of extremely large dense

kernel and test whether it can bring further gains.

2.2. Peripheral Vision for Machine Learning

Human vision has a special visual processing system termed

peripheral vision [21]. It partitions the entire visual field

into multiple contour regions depending on the distances

to the fovea, each characterized by a distinct resolution

granularity for recognition. The work of Rosenholtz [33]

discusses in depth important findings and existing myths

about peripheral vision, suggesting that peripheral vision

is more crucial to human perception on a range of differ-
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(a) Parameter Sharing.

peripheral vision

(b) Peripheral Convolution.

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of parameter sharing. Using a 3×3 convolution to parameterize a 5×5 convolution, the positions with the

same color share the same parameter. The corresponding sharing grid is [2, 1, 2]. (b) Illustration of peripheral convolution. Our sharing

grid contains two designs: i) focus and blur mechanism; ii) exponentially-increasing sharing grid.

ent tasks than previously thought. Following this, many

studies [2, 9, 10, 26, 34, 50] have been devoted to uncov-

ering the underlying principles and deep implications of pe-

ripheral vision mechanisms. Since peripheral vision plays

such a vital role in human vision, a number of pioneering

works [10, 13–15, 27, 46] dig into the linkage between pe-

ripheral vision and machine vision (e.g., CNNs). [45] in-

troduces a biologically-inspired mechanism to improve the

robustness of neural networks to small adversarial pertur-

bations. FoveaTer [18] uses radial-polar pooling regions to

dynamically allocate more fixation/computational resources

to more challenging images. PerViT [29] proposes to incor-

porate peripheral position encoding to the multi-head self-

attention layers to partition the visual field into diverse pe-

ripheral regions, showing that the network learns to perceive

visual data similarly to the way that human vision does.

Continuing previous study, this paper explores to blending

human peripheral vision with large kernel convnets, and in-

troduces a novel peripheral convolution to efficiently reduce

dense convolution’s parameters.

3. Dense Outperforms Stripe Consistently

We first investigate whether dense grid convolutions are

better than stripe convolutions. We take a unified modern

framework SLaK [23] to conduct this study. According

to RepLKNet [11], large kernel convolution boosts down-

stream tasks much more than ImageNet classification. So

we not only evaluate on ImageNet-1K but also on ADE20K

as our benchmark. We adopt the efficient large-kernel im-

plementation developed by MegEngine [1] in this paper.

Following SLaK [23], we train all models for a 120-

epoch schedule on ImageNet. The data augmentations,

regularization and hyper-parameters are all set the same.

We then use the pretrained models as the backbones on

ADE20K. Specifically, we use the UperNet [52] imple-

mented by MMSegmentation [7] with the 80K-iteration

training schedule. We do not use any advanced techniques

nor custom algorithms since we seek to evaluate the back-

bone only.

SLaK introduce a two-step recipe for scaling up kernel to

51× 51: 1) Decomposing a large kernel into two rectangu-

lar, parallel kernels; 2) Using dynamic sparsity and expand-

ing more width. In order to thoroughly analyze the effect of

convolution form, we conduct experiments both w/ and w/o

sparsity. By default, we re-parameterize a 5×5 convolution

to ease the optimization problem as taken by SLaK and Re-

pLKNet. The results of Table 1 show that dense grid con-

volution exceeds stripe convolution regardless of dynamic

sparsity.

We further explore convolution forms (i.e., K×K v.s.

K×N) under different kernel sizes. Specifically, we fix the

shorter edge of SLaK’s stripe conv to be 5 as the default

setting (N=5), and then gradually decrease K from 51 to

7. We do not use dynamic sparsity to give a sheer ablation

on convolutional forms. As shown in Fig. 2, dense grid con-

volution outperforms stripe convolution consistently among

multiple kernel sizes and the gains increase with the kernel

size, demonstrating the essential advantage of dense grid

large kernel convolution.

Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 1, the square com-

plexity of dense grid convolution can bring about prolifer-

ated parameters. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, scaling

up kernel from 7 to 51 only bring about 7.3× params for

stripe conv while that for dense conv is 53.1×. Given that

the human’s peripheral vision has only a minimal number

of photoreceptor cells in the peripheral regions, we argue

that dense parameters are not necessary for peripheral in-

teractions. Motivated by this, we seek to reduce parameter

complexity by introducing the peripheral vision mechanism

while preserving the dense computation to keep dense con-

Table 1. Comparison w/ and w/o dynamic sparsity. Dense con-

volution outperforms stripe convolution both on ImageNet and

ADE20K.

Method Kernel Spasity Acc mIoU

SLaK-51 51×5 + 5×51 w/ 81.6 46.5

RepLK-51 51×51 w/ 81.7 46.9 (+0.4)

SLaK-51 51×5 + 5×51 w/o 81.3 46.1

RepLK-51 51×51 w/o 81.6 46.6 (+0.5)
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Figure 2. Comparison under different kernel sizes. We depict

the mIoU gains on ADE20K and the multiple of convolutional pa-

rameters. Dense grid convolution exceeds stripe convolution con-

sistently but brings rapidly-increasing parameters.

volution’s strong performance.

4. Parameter-efficient Large Kernel Network

4.1. Peripheral Convolution

Formally, a standard 2D convolution kernel consists of a 4-

D vector: w ∈ R
cin×cout×k×k, where cin stands for input

channels, cout is output channels, and k means the spatial

kernel dimension. We seek to parameterize w by a smaller

kernel wθ ∈ R
cin×cout×k′×k′

through spatial-wise parame-

ter sharing, where 0 < k′ ≤ k.

Firstly, we define the sharing grid S = [s0, s1, ..., sk′−1],

where
∑k′−1

i=0 si = k. According to S, we partition the k×k
positions into k′ × k′ regions:

for a, b = 0, 1, ..., k′ − 1,

Za,b =







(x, y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

a−1
∑

i=0

si ≤ x <

a
∑

i=0

si,

b−1
∑

j=0

sj ≤ y <

b
∑

j=0

sj







(1)

For brevity, we stipulate that
∑−1

i=0 si = 0 in Eq. 1. Then

for any position (x, y) ∈ Za,b, we set w(x, y) = wθ(a, b).
In this way, we can utilize a small kernel to parameterize a

much larger kernel, achieving spatial-wise parameter shar-

ing. Fig. 1a depicts the illustration of this design.

Next, we elaborate on the key designs of our pe-

ripheral convolution. We denote the kernel radius of

wθ as r. For easier comprehension, here we reformu-

late the sharing grid into an axisymmetric form: S =
[s̄−r, s̄−r+1, ..., s̄−1, s̄0, s̄1, ..., s̄r−1, s̄r], where r = k′−1

2 .

Akin to human’s peripheral vision, the sharing grid of

our peripheral convolution mainly consists of two core de-

signs: i) Focus and blur mechanism. As shown in Fig. 1b,

Kernel Weight Positional Embedding Actual Kernel Weight

Figure 3. Illustration of kernel-wise positional embedding. The

position embedding enables the kernel to distinguish specific posi-

tions in the sharing region, making up the detail-capturing ability

of large kernels.

We keep fine-grained parameters in the central region of

the convolution kernel, where the sharing grid is set to 1

(i.e., not sharing). For the peripheral region, we utilize

large-range parameter sharing to exploit the spatial redun-

dancy of peripheral vision. We demonstrate in Section 5.4

that the fine granularity in the central region is of vital im-

portance, while the peripheral region can withstand a wide

range of parameter sharing without backfiring performance;

ii) Exponentially-increasing sharing granularity. Hu-

man vision declines in a quasi-exponential mode [31]. In-

spired by this, we design our sharing grid to grow in an

exponentially-increasing way. This design can elegantly re-

duce the parameter complexity of convolution from O(K2)
to O(logK), making it possible to further enlarge dense

convolution’s kernel size. Specifically, the sharing grid S is

constructed by:

s̄i =

{

1, if |i| ≤ rc
m(|i|−rc), if rc < |i| ≤ r

(2)

where rc is the radius of the central fine-grained region, m
is the base of the exponential growth and m is set to 2 by

default.

4.2. Kernelwise Positional Embedding

Despite that the proposed peripheral convolution effectively

reduces the parameters for dense convolution, the large

range of parameter sharing may bring another issue: local

detail blurring in peripheral regions. Especially when the

kernel size is scaled up to more than 50 or even 100 in the

form of peripheral convolution, this phenomenon will be

further amplified when a single parameter needs to process

8× 8 or even 16× 16 peripheral regions.

To solve, we propose the kernel-wise positional embed-

ding. Formally, given a set of input features X , We pro-

cess these features by a convolution with kernel weights

w ∈ R
cin×cout×k×k. We initialize the position embedding

h ∈ R
cin×k×k with trunc normal [49] initialization. The

convolution process at the output position (x, y) can be rep-

resented as:
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Y (x, y) =

rw
∑

i=−rw

rw
∑

j=−rw

w(i, j) ·
(

X(x+ i, y+ j)+h(i, j)
)

(3)

where Y is the output. rw is the radius of the kernel w
and we have rw = k−1

2 .

As illustrated in Fig. 3, by introducing kernel-wise po-

sitional embedding for kernel, we can distinguish specific

locations in shared areas, so as to make up for the problem

of vague local details caused by sharing. Actually, this can

be viewed as adding bias with relative position information

to the input features. It is worth noting that all the kernels in

a stage share the same positional embedding h, thus the ad-

ditional parameters brought by h are negligible. This design

solves the position insensitivity problem caused by sharing

weights in a cheap and elegant way, especially for extremely

large kernels, e.g., 51× 51 and 101× 101.

4.3. Partial Peripheral Convolution

Large kernel convnets have been shown to have high chan-

nel redundancy [53] and suit well with sparsity [23]. Since

our peripheral convolution enables us to design larger dense

convolution with stronger spatial perception ability, we

hope to further exploit the channel redundancy of large con-

volution. We introduce an Inception-style design where

only partial channels of the feature map will be processed

by convolution. We follow a simple philosophy: more iden-

tity mapping to exploit the channel redundancy. Specif-

ically, for input X , we split it into two groups along the

channel dimension,

Xconv, Xid = Split(X)

= X:,:,:g, X:,:,g:

(4)

where g is the channel numbers of convolution branches and

set to 3
8Cin by default. Then the split inputs are fed into

peripheral convolution and identity mapping respectively,

X
′

conv = Peripheral Conv(Xconv)

X
′

id = Xid

(5)

Finally, the outputs from two branches are concatenated to

restore the original shape,

X
′

= Concat(X
′

conv, X
′

id). (6)

This design can be seen as a special case of Inception-

style structure, such as Inception [37], Shufflenet [28, 55]

and InceptionNeXt [53]. They utilize different operators in

parallel branches while we take a much simpler philosophy:

only peripheral convolution and identity mapping. We em-

pirically find that this design suits well for peripheral convo-

lutions with extremely large kernels, significantly reducing

FLOPs without backfiring performance.

4.4. Architecture Specification

Built on the above designs and observations, we now elabo-

rate the architectures of our Parameter-efficient Large Ker-

nel Network (PeLK). We mainly follow ConvNeXt and

SLaK to construct models with several sizes. Specifically,

PeLK also adopts a 4-stage framework. We build the stem

with a convolution layer with 4 × 4 kernels and 4 stride.

The block numbers of stages are [3, 3, 9, 3] for tiny size and

[3, 3, 27, 3] for small/base size. The kernel sizes for PeLK’s

different stages are [51, 49, 47, 13] by default. For PeLK-

101, the kernel sizes are scaled up to [101, 69, 67, 13].
By default, we keep the central 5 × 5 region to be fine-

grained. For PeLK-101, we enlarge the central region to

7 × 7 to adjust the increased kernel. Following SLaK, we

also use dynamic sparsity to enhance model capacity. All

the hyperparameters are set the same (1.3× width, 40%

sparsity). We give thorough ablations for kernel configu-

rations in section 5.4.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first conduct experiments on various es-

sential vision tasks to evaluate PeLK with state-of-the-art

baselines. Then in section 5.4 we comprehensively ablate

on the design principles of our peripheral convolution.

5.1. Semantic Segmentation

For semantic segmentation, we evaluate PeLK backbones

on the ADE20K benchmark [56], which consists of 25K

images and 150 semantic categories. We use the Uper-

Net [51] task layer for semantic segmentation. Following

Swin and ConvNeXt, We train Upernet for 160K iterations

with single-scale inference. The results are reported in Ta-

ble 2 with mean Intersection of Union (mIoU) as the eval-

uation metric. Our proposed PeLK exceeds previous state-

of-the-art models with remarkable improvements, demon-

strating the effectiveness of our framework.

5.2. Object Detection

For object detection/segmentation, we conduct experiments

with Cascade Mask R-CNN [3, 17] on MS-COCO [22].

Following ConvNeXt, we use the multi-scale setting and

default configurations in MMDetection [4]. The Cascade

Mask R-CNN model is trained with the 3x (36-epoch) train-

ing schedule. As shown in Table 3, PeLK achieves higher

mAP than state-of-the-art methods, samely validating our

superiority.

5.3. ImageNet Classification

The ImageNet-1K [8] dataset consists of 1000 object

classes with 1.28M training images and 50,000 validation

images. We extend the aforementioned training schedule

in Section 3 to 300 epochs for a fair comparison. we
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Table 2. Semantic segmentation comparison on ADE20K of dif-

ferent methods. We report the single-scale mIoU following Con-

vNeXt and SLaK. FLOPs are based on input sizes of (2048, 512).

Method
Kernel Params FLOPs mIoU

size (M) (G) (%)

Swin-T [24] N/A 60 945 44.5

ConvNeXt-T [25] 7-7-7-7 60 939 46.0

SLaK-T [23] 51-49-47-13 64 957 47.6

PeLK-T 51-49-47-13 62 970 48.1

Swin-S [24] N/A 81 1038 47.6

ConvNeXt-S [25] 7-7-7-7 82 1027 48.7

SLaK-S [23] 51-49-47-13 89 1057 49.4

PeLK-S 51-49-47-13 84 1077 49.7

Swin-B [24] N/A 121 1188 48.1

ConvNeXt-B [25] 7-7-7-7 122 1170 49.1

RepLKNet-B [11] 31-29-27-13 112 1170 49.9

SLaK-B [23] 51-49-47-13 131 1210 50.2

PeLK-B 51-49-47-13 126 1237 50.4

PeLK-B-101 101-69-67-13 126 1339 50.6

Table 3. Object detection comparison on COCO of different meth-

ods. FLOPs are based on input sizes of (1280, 800).

Method
Params FLOPs

APbox APmask

(M) (G)

Swin-T [24] 86 745 50.5 43.7

ConvNeXt-T [25] 86 741 50.4 43.7

PeLK-T 86 770 51.4 44.6

Swin-S [24] 107 838 51.8 44.7

ConvNeXt-S [25] 108 827 51.9 45.0

PeLK-S 108 874 52.2 45.3

Swin-B [24] 145 982 51.9 45.0

RepLKNet-B [11] 137 965 52.2 45.2

SLaK-B [23] 152 1001 52.5 45.5

ConvNeXt-B [25] 146 964 52.7 45.6

PeLK-B 147 1028 52.9 45.9

PeLK-B-101 147 1127 53.1 46.1

conduct experiments for PeLK-T/S/B with input resolution

224 × 224. For PeLK-B and PeLK-B-101, we further ex-

periment with input resolution of 384 × 384. More details

of the training configurations can be found in Appendix A.

We compare PeLK with other state-of-the-art architec-

tures under similar model size and FLOPs. As shown in Ta-

ble 4, our model outperforms powerful modern CNNs and

transformers like ConvNeXt [25] and Swin [24] by large

margins. Notably, further scaling up the kernel size to ex-

tremely large (e.g., PeLK-101) can achieve consistent im-

provements. It is important to note that very large dense

kernels are not intended for ImageNet classification, but our

PeLK still exhibits a promising performance.

Table 4. Image classification accuracy (%) comparison on

ImageNet-1K. We report the top-1 accuracy. Although very large

dense kernels are not intended for ImageNet classification, our

PeLK still exhibits a promising performance.

Method
Input Params FLOPs Top-1

size (M) (G) acc

Swin-T [24] 2242 28 4.5 81.3

T2T-ViTt-14 [54] 2242 22 6.1 81.7

PerViT-S [29] 2242 21 4.4 82.1

ConvNeXt-T [25] 2242 29 4.5 82.1

PeLK-T 2242 29 5.6 82.6

PVT-Large [47] 2242 61 9.8 81.7

T2T-ViTt-19 [54] 2242 39 9.8 82.4

PerViT-M [29] 2242 44 9.0 82.9

Swin-S [24] 2242 50 8.7 83.0

ConvNeXt-S [25] 2242 50 8.7 83.1

PeLK-S 2242 50 10.7 83.9

DeiT-B/16 [41] 2242 87 17.6 81.8

RepLKNet-31B [11] 2242 79 15.3 83.5

Swin-B [24] 2242 88 15.4 83.5

ConvNeXt-B [25] 2242 89 15.4 83.8

SLaK-B [23] 2242 95 17.1 84.0

PeLK-B 2242 89 18.3 84.2

ViT-B/16 [12] 3842 87 55.5 77.9

DeiT-B/16 [41] 3842 87 55.4 83.1

Swin-B [24] 3842 88 47.1 84.5

RepLKNet-31B [11] 3842 79 45.1 84.8

ConvNeXt-B [25] 3842 89 45.0 85.1

SLaK-B [23] 3842 95 50.3 85.5

PeLK-B 3842 89 54.0 85.6

PeLK-B-101 3842 90 68.3 85.8

5.4. Ablation Studies

Ablation on the sharing grid. We dive into what kind

of sharing and granularity benefits most. For ease of un-

derstanding, we firstly give two instances to clearly indi-

cate the sharing grid. For example, in Fig. 1a, we pa-

rameterize a 5 × 5 convolution using a 3 × 3 convolution,

where the corresponding sharing grid is [2, 1, 2]. Each num-

ber represents the grid size parameterized by a single pa-

rameter. For Fig. 1b, we parameterize 31 × 31 convolu-

tion with a 11 × 11 convolution, the corresponding gird is

[7, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 7]. Since the grid is symmetric at

the center 1 (which is the central point in the kernel), we

denote only half grid in Table 5 for simplicity.

We conduct experiments with the same 120-epoch

schedule on ImageNet as in Section 3. We use PeLK-T

without dynamic sparsity to give a sheer ablation on the

sharing grid. For the baseline, we make the sharing grid

to be all one (i.e., [1, 1, ..., 1]), in this way, it is equal to a

33×33 dense convolution as taken in RepLKNet. Results in

Table 5 demonstrate that: 1) the central fine granularity is of

vital importance, while the peripheral regions can withstand
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Table 5. Ablation study on sharing grid. No kernel-wise positional

embedding is used.

# Sharing Grid Param Top-1 Acc

1 [1, 1, ..., 1, 1] 1.00× 81.4

2 [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1] 0.27× 81.0

3 [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1] 0.33× 81.4

4 [4, 4, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1] 0.16× 81.3

5 [8, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1] 0.11× 81.4

6 [1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 1] 0.11× 80.5

Table 6. Ablation on the central fine-grained kernel size. Kernel-

wise positional embedding is used.

Sharing Grid Central Kernel Ratio Top-1 Acc

[11, 8, 4, 2, 1] 1× 1 0.04% 80.8

[10, 8, 4, 2, 1, 1] 3× 3 0.35% 81.1

[9, 8, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1] 5× 5 0.96% 81.6

[8, 8, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1] 7× 7 1.88% 81.6

wide range of sharing. # 2, 3 show that keeping the central

5 × 5 region unshared is the key to keep performance; # 3,

4, 5 exhibit that sharing in peripheral regions will not back-

fire performance evidently. We term this characteristic as

focus-and-blur mechanism; 2) an exponentially-increasing

grid works best. Comparing # 4 with # 5, exponential gird

not only reduces the parameters needed but also boosts the

accuracy. From the above analysis, it can be seen that our

design enjoys both the least amount of parameters and the

highest performance.

Ablation on the central fine-grained area ratio. Ta-

ble 6 ablates the effect of varying central fine-grained kernel

size (i.e., the focus region). We also report the proportion of

the central region to the total kernel size. The results show

that the central region only takes about 1% proportion to

maintain the model’s high performance. However, the cen-

tral region can not be too small, which will lead to severe

performance degradation. Further increasing the central re-

gion does not bring additional benefits, but it brings addi-

tional parameters. In our main experiments, we keep the

central 5×5 region of PeLK as fine-grained, and for PeLK-

101, we enlarge the central region to 7 × 7 to maintain a

similar central ratio.

Ablation on the kernel configuration. Table 7 ablates

the configuration of kernel size in a 120 epoch schedule as

in Section 3. For the input resolution of 2242, enlarging

kernel size to 101 × 101 will not bring additional benefits;

while for input resolution of 3842, PeLK-101 obtains a clear

advantage over PeLK. Increasing kernel size to 152 × 152
leads to performance degradation, especially for input res-

olution of 2242. These phenomena are reasonable consid-

ering the input resolution. For a typical convnet like Con-

vNeXt or our PeLK, the stem layer will result in a 4× down-
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Figure 4. Effective receptive field (ERF) comparison. Our PeLK

has larger ERFs than SLaK and RepLK, spreading a wider area.

sampling of the input images. So for input 2242, a 51× 51
kernel is roughly able to cover the global feature map af-

ter stem. And for input 3842, a 101 × 101 kernel is equal

to a global convolution, thus continuing scaling up kernel

can not bring more global perception but only wasted pa-

rameters. This essentially suggests that kernel configuration

should be tightly related to the input size. Currently, for the

most commonly used 2242 and 3842 training, PeLK and

PeLK-101 are the suitable options respectively. Moreover,

with the development of hardware devices and computing

power in the future, our approach will hopefully shine fur-

ther when it is affordable to pretrain at higher resolutions.

6. Analysis

6.1. Visualization of ERFs.

Previous large kernel convnets like RepLKNet and SLaK

attribute their performance gains to their large Effective Re-

ceptive Fields (ERFs). Facilitated by peripheral convolu-

tion, PeLK has a much larger perception range. There-

fore, we argue that PeLK’s strong performance comes from

larger ERFs. To verify, we depict the ERFs following Re-

pLKNet and SLaK, we sample and resize 50 images from

the validation set to 1024 × 1024, and measure the con-

tribution of the pixel on input images to the central point

of the feature map generated in the last layer. The con-

tribution scores are further accumulated and projected to

a 1024 × 1024 matrix, as visualized in Fig 4. Our PeLK

spreads high-contribution pixels in a much larger ERF, vali-

dating our hypothesis and further exhibiting our effectivess.

Table 7. Ablation on the kernel size configuration. Kernel-wise

positional embedding is used.

Model Input Size Kernel Size Top-1 Acc

PeLK 224× 224 51-49-47-13 81.6

PeLK-101 224× 224 101-69-67-13 81.6

PeLK-151 224× 224 151-89-87-13 81.2

PeLK 384× 384 51-49-47-13 82.7

PeLK-101 384× 384 101-69-67-13 83.0

PeLK-151 384× 384 151-89-87-13 82.8
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Figure 5. Analysis of FLOPs. (a) FLOPs proportion of head &

backbone. (b) FLOPs proportion of backbone’s components. The

head is UperNet and the backbone is PeLK-T respectively. FLOPs

are based on input sizes of (2048, 512).

6.2. Analysis of FLOPs

We provide a detailed breakdown of the FLOPs for the

PeLK-T architecture utilized in semantic segmentation in

Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5(a), we depict the FLOPs distri-

bution between the head (i.e., UperNet [51]) and backbone

(i.e., PeLK-T) of the model. In Fig.5(b), we give a com-

prehensive analysis of the FLOPs contributions from dif-

ferent components of the backbone (i.e., PeLK-T), includ-

ing FFNs, large-kernel convolutions, down-sampling lay-

ers, and kernel-wise positional embedding. There are two

noteworthy points. Firstly, large kernel convolutions ac-

count for approximately 25% of the overall FLOPs of the

backbone, thus further scaling up the kernel size does not

significantly increase the overall FLOPs. Secondly, the ex-

tra FLOPs introduced by positional embedding are minimal,

accounting for only 0.05% of the backbone’s FLOPs. So,

kernel-wise positional embed is both cheap and elegant.

6.3. Inference Throughput Measurement

We compare inference throughput measurement in Table 8.

The results are obtained on an A100 GPU with input res-

olution of 224 × 224. We use PyTorch 1.10.0 + cuDNN

8.2.0 and FP32 precision. Although SLaK uses stripe con-

volution to speed up the computation of very large kernel,

we still hold a clear speed advantage (i.e., 1.5× speedup).

This advantage is particularly remarkable considering that

PeLK outperforms SLaK on ADE20K, COCO and Ima-

geNet. More importantly, scaling up kernel to 101 only

brings minor speed overhead, further exhibiting our de-

sign’s merits in scaling properties.

Table 8. Inference throughput comparison on ImageNet-1K. The

results are in FP32 precision. We use an A100 GPU with PyTorch

1.10.0 + cuDNN 8.2.0 to conduct this experiment.

Models Input Kernel Size Throughput

SLaK-T [23] 2242 51-49-47-13 754

PeLK-T 2242 51-49-47-13 1138

PeLK-101-T 2242 101-69-67-13 1077
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Figure 6. Scaling efficiency comparison. We compare the model

size with a set of kernel sizes from 7 to 151. Our peripheral convo-

lution has a clear advantage, bringing minor parameter overhead.

6.4. Kernel Scaling Efficiency.

Our peripheral convolution reduces the parameter complex-

ity of dense convolutions from O(K2) to O(logK), which

enables us to scale up kernel size with a remarkably minor

model size overhead. To demonstrate this, we simply re-

place all the kernels in stages of ConvNeXt-T with a set of

kernel sizes from 7 to 151 and report the required number

of parameters. As shown in Fig 6, our approach exhibits a

remarkable scaling advantage, and we can see a clear gap

when the kernel size is larger than 50. Using dense con-

volution results in a rapidly growing model size, which is

unacceptable in practice. In contrast, our peripheral convo-

lution incurs only a minor model size overhead, making it

possible to design extremely large kernel convnets.

7. Conclusion

This paper explores the design of extremely large kernel

convolutional neural networks. We propose a new form of

convolution termed peripheral convolution, which can re-

duce the parameter complexity of dense convolution from

O(K2) to O(logK) while keeping dense convolution’s

merits. Built upon the proposed peripheral convolution, we

design extremely large dense kernel CNNs and achieve no-

table improvements across a variety of vision tasks. Our

strong results suggest biologically inspired mechanisms can

make a promising tool to boost modern network design.
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